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About Mind Tools 
 
Essential Skills for an Excellent Career! 
 
Mind Tools (http://www.mindtools.com) is the Internet’s most-visited career training site, 
with more than 4,200,000 visitors each year. 
 
For individuals interested in developing their own careers, Mind Tools offers more than 
100 free “how to” articles helping you learn the essential skills you need for career 
success. On the site, you can learn time and stress management skills; discover useful 
leadership, information and creativity tools; and find out about the practical techniques 
that help you solve complex problems, make good decisions and implement your plans 
effectively. 
 
Complementing these, we offer in-depth courses, e-classes and coaching, helping you 
solve career problems, become highly effective, and develop real depth in career skills 
areas.  
 
And to take your career skills to the next level, and get the coaching and support you 
need for lasting success, consider joining the Mind Tools community, the Career 
Excellence Club. As well as giving you access to your own, private community of 
excellence, the Career Excellence Club gives you new skills, insights and resources 
every working day, helping you grow and achieve your full potential. 
 
For managers and HR professionals, we offer flexible, accessible and highly cost-
effective career and management training, which helps the members of your team reach 
their full potential with the minimum of fuss and inconvenience. 
 
And for career development professionals we offer ideas and resources that you can 
use to help your clients, and develop your business. 
 
 
For More from Mind Tools… 
 
• Click here to find visit http://www.mindtools.com. 
 
• Click here for the Mind Tools community, the Career Excellence Club. 
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Mind Tools on Motivation 
 
Introduced by Mind Tools CEO, James Manktelow 
 
Motivation is something that fascinates many Mind Tools readers. It’s 
an important subject for everyone who is in some way responsible for 
other people, and is also one that many find difficult and confusing.   
 
This PDF brings together some of the most important thinking on 

otivation is a very broad topic, and one that reaches well beyond 

ecause it’s such a wide topic, we’ve split it up into three separate sections: 

• What Really Motivates People? – Dispelling the myths about motivation; 

 
e hope you enjoy this PDF and find it useful! 

motivation. Our coverage gives theories, tips and techniques that are 
sure to make a difference in motivating yourself, and in motivating 
others. 
 
M
just pushing yourself to achieve more. High motivation is vitally 
important if you and your team are to achieve peak performance. 
However, it’s also a topic littered with myths and misconceptions: This is why many 
managers find it so difficult to motivate people, and why so many well-meaning attempts 
to motivate go astray. 
 

James Manktelow, 
CEO, MindTools.com 

B
 

• Motivational Theories – Exploring the Nuts and Bolts of Motivation; and  
• Your Motivation Survival Guide. 

W
 

 
 
ames Manktelow 
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ind Tools - Essential skills for an excellent career! 
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CEO 
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What Really Motivates People? 
ispelling the myths about motivation D

 
Why do organizations, managers and team leaders want highly motivated employees? 

e Th
 
Bett

ork

 
So, 
mus
your
prod
 

o, 

Perh
an’

hile it seems that some people are born with higher levels of motivation than others, 
is is not always the case. In fact, it has been proven that motivating people is a skill, 

ne that must be mastered to achieve success. 

otivation - A Key Contributor to Performance 

You can think of performance as a simple equation: 
 

Job performance = ability x motivation 
 
Ability depends, to some degree, on education, experience and training. This makes 
improvement a continual, lengthy process. By contrast, motivation can be quickly 
improved.  
 
There are a handful of very basic, broad strategies that you can use to improve it. These 
include: 
 

• Positive reinforcement 
• Effective discipline 
• Treating people fairly 
• Satisfying employee needs 
• Setting attainable work-related goals 
• Restructuring jobs when necessary 
• Giving rewards that are based on performance 

 
While motivation practices will vary widely from workplace to workplace, these are the 
areas you should focus on when you want to motivate people.  

answer is simple: To improve performance.  

er motivation leads to all sorts of positive behaviors: Motivated employees tend to
 harder; be less stressed; take more care in their work; be less likely to leave their 

 
w
jobs; look for opportunities to improve the processes with which they work; and much 
more. But in the end, all of this adds up to one thing: Improved performance.  

if you’re a manager or you’re in upper level administration, motivating your team is a 
t.  And it can be one of the quickest ways to improve your “bottom line” too, whether 
 “bottom line” is financial or measured in another way such as customer satisfaction, 
uction quality or reducing an inherited backlog. 

S just how can you increase motivation, improve employee performance and watch 
your “bottom line” grow, however it is measured? 
 

aps we should start with the old saying: “You can lead a horse to water, but you 
c
to

t make it drink”. The same is true for people. To get the best from people, you have 
 inspire and motivate them to give their best. 

 
W
th
o
 
M
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Frederick Herzberg’s Findings 

ow, it's worth going into a bit of theory here. To getN  a deeper understanding of 

ed some time ago, they are strongly 

y put in 

oyees; however, the action 

t the factors that determine 

issatisfaction. 

• 
• 

oor Supervision 
s 

 
So pportunities for achievement 

nd e nd grow in their jobs. And they 
hould actively minimize the bureaucracy and petty irritations that organizations often 

motivation and job satisfaction, we can look to Frederick Herzberg, a well-respected 
researcher who closely studied the sources of employee motivation in the 1950s and 

960s. While Herzberg’s studies were conduct1
respected and underpin much of our current view of motivation. 
 
He found that the things that make people satisfied and motivated on the job are 
different in kind from the things that make them dissatisfied (or act as de-motivators.) 

his points to an approach which is exactly opposite of the motivators commonlT
place in the modern workplace, i.e. use of compensation and incentive packages. 
 
For, as discussed in his classic article in the Harvard Business Review ("One More 
Time: How Do You Motivate Employees?”, January - February 1968), Herzberg argued 

at spiraling wages may very well serve to motivate emplth
they motivate is the seeking the next wage increase - and little more than that. 
 

 fact, Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory suggests thaIn
job satisfaction and serve to motivate are “separate and distinct from the factors that 
lead to job dissatisfaction.” Hence, the opposite of job satisfaction is not job 
dissatisfaction, but rather no job satisfaction. Conversely, the opposite of job 

issatisfaction is not job satisfaction, but no job dd
 
According to Herzberg, the factors to consider when working to enhance job satisfaction 
and motivation include: 
 

• Achievement 
• Recognition for Achievement 
• Work Itself 
• Responsibility 

Growth 
Advancement 

 
And the factors which cause most dissatisfaction (Herzberg's "hygiene factors", which 
we'll look at in more depth on page 11) include: 
 

• Company Policy 
• Administration 
• P
• Interpersonal Relationship
• Working Conditions 
• Salary 
• Status 
• Security 

managers should seek to motivate people by giving o
 c lebrating this, and helping individuals enjoy aa

s
unthinkingly inflict on employees. 
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Herzberg concluded that motivators are the primary cause of satisfaction, and hygiene 
kplace. Taking an example: 

significance. 

ns of 
ureaucracy, organizational stupidity, politics and being “taken advantage of”? 

 you’re a manager, you already know that motivating your team is an important part of 

t. In working to do this, 
anagers should: 

enrich jobs so that they offer a level of challenge equal to the 
skills of the person that occupies them; 

 those with ability are able to demonstrate it, and can win 
nd 

at the very nature of motivators (as opposed to hygiene factors) is 
ong-term effect on employees’ attitudes. 

 
Ob can be enriched, nor do all jobs need to be enriched. But as 

er a small percentage of the time and money that is dedicated to 

ped.” 

It’s  practice! How are you going to motivate your team? How will 
you  routine part of your approach to management? 
 
Kee ivation theories as well as tips and suggestions for 
ma
 
 
 

factors are the primary cause of unhappiness in the wor
People are often only temporarily motivated by an increase in salary, however they can 
become very demotivated if they think salaries are too low or if they’re earning less than 
their peers. 
 
Now, it’s easy to pass over this information without absorbing its 
 
Instead, pause for a moment and put aside your current assumptions about other 
people’s motivations. Reflect on how you feel yourself. Isn’t this true for you? Don’t you 
get your greatest satisfaction from doing a good job, being recognized for it, and from 
growing your capabilities? And aren’t you most demotivated by the frustratio
b
 
 As it is for you, so it is for most other people. 
 
Summary 
If
your job. In so many cases, the level of motivation of your team is a huge factor in its 
performance. 
 
The role of motivation or “job enrichment”, as Herzberg called it, is more than a single 
project, instead calling on continuous efforts from managemen
m
 

• Where possible, 

• Work to ensure
promotion to higher-level jobs; a

• Understand th
that they have a l

viously, not all jobs 
zberg concluded, if H

“hygiene” was instead allocated to his motivating factors, the return in employee 
satisfaction and motivation, as well as economic gain, would be one of “the largest 

ividends that industry and society have ever read
 

 now time to put this into
 make good motivation a

p reading to learn more about mot
king them work in reality. 
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Motivational Theories 

the last 70 years. Approaches that might have been 
ged 

ries, you’ll gain an in-depth understanding 
 current views on motivation have come about. This will help you to 

closer look at the theories of motivation, bear in mind that several of the 

ar id
lea
pun
psy
motiva  and punishment.  
 
Now, w ; however what we do 
ay is that in most cases, humans are more sophisticated than this.  

he feeling of self-growth, and a 
assion for our work.  

 1950s with 
aslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, and McGregor’s Factor X/Y Theory. These were followed 

ry. We’ll look at these now. 

aslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
aslow’s Hierarchy of Needs was significant in that it established that humans have a 

range of different needs that they seek to satisfy. 
 

The Nuts and Bolts of Motivation 
 
This section reviews the best known theories of motivation. Why? Well, if we’re to 
understand the current view of motivation, we need to understand its history because 
ideas have changed radically over 
valid in the mid-20th Century have been turned on their head as society has chan
and the workplace has become less paternalistic.  
 
In the previous section, for example, we concluded that what were once hailed as the 
chief motivators – punishment and monetary reward – are no longer considered the 
most effective means of motivating people. Instead, people today want to work in 
organizations where they feel that their achievements are recognized and they are 
valued for their contribution.  
 
By learning more about early motivational theo
of how our
distinguish old and out-of-date motivational approaches from those needed for success 
in today's complex workplace. 
 
As we take a 
theories conflict, yet they all have some element of truth. The extent to which they are 
right often varies according to the situation.  
 
Early Ideas 
E ly eas owed much to animal experimentation. Researchers saw that rats would 

rn certain behaviors when rewarded with food, and would avoid other behaviors when 
ed. These experiments, and the succesish s of this approach in animal training, led 

chologists to extend these ideas to humans. This is why so much traditional 
tional practice has focused on reward

e’re not saying that these approaches are always wrong
s
 
If we reflect on what has been true for ourselves in the past, we find that such 
approaches often seemed crude and sterile: Yes, money’s important and we want to be 
well-rewarded. And yes, people don't like to be punished. But most of us are ultimately 
more motivated by the experience of achievement, t
p
 
This old-fashioned reward/punishment approach started to lose ground in the
M
by two more theories that further changed our views: Herzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene 
Theory and Expectancy Theo
 
M
M
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Importantly, Maslow grouped these needs together into levels. The most basic level 
 food, water and shelter. This is followed by security 
at the higher level needs, such as self-esteem and 

starts with the physiological need for
nd social needs. Maslow believed tha

self-fulfillment, could only be met after the lower level needs had been satisfied.  
 
The diagram below shows Maslow’s Hierarchy: 
 

 

Level 1: Physiology, Body

Level 2: Security

Level 3: Love, Belonging, Social

Level 4: Self-Esteem, Ego

Maslow�s Hierarchy of Needs

Level 5: �Self-Actualization�

ow: 

 idea of “Self-Actualization” – an unhelpful term that Maslow used 

ess from level to level: Once 
 met, they are then motivated by the search for 

 element of truth within it. And as a 
eneral approach, it reminds us that if we want to motivate people, we have to address 

all these different levels of need. 

 
 

hese levels are explained belT
 
Level 1 - Body/Physiology: 
This level represents the basic things you need to stay alive. It includes needs like 

aving enough food, water and shelter to survive.  h
 
Level 2 – Security: 
Level 2 represents safety and security – the need to be safe from physical and 
psychological harm in the present and future. This includes the need to feel secure in 
your job. 
 

evel 3 – Belonging/Social: L
Level 3 is about the need to feel a valued member of your team, and the need to enjoy 
good relationships with the people around you. 
 
Level 4 - Self-Esteem: 
Level 4 corresponds to a feeling of self-respect and self-acceptance, and encompasses 
the need for recognition and the desire to feel important. 
 
Level 5 – “Self-Actualization”: 

evel 5 represents theL
to describe doing the thing you feel you were born to do. This represents the need for 
self-fulfillment, and the desire to realize your full potential and become the best you can 
be. 
 

he idea with Maslow’s Hierarchy is that people progrT
someone’s needs for security are
belonging. And once they feel they belong, they are motivated by self-esteem. 
 

ow this has strong intuitive appeal, and someN
g
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However, do not stick too rigidly to this hierarchy: 
 

• In reality, people don't work through these levels one-at-a-time - they are much 
less structured in the way they satisfy their needs; 

ackgrounds and in different situations 
may have different hierarchies of need; and 

• Other researchers believe that othe needs are more significant (for example, 
David McClelland identified needs for achievement, affiliation and power, which 
he noted were of different importance to different people.) 

 
McGregor’s Factor X/Y Theory 
Shortly after Maslow published his hierarchy of needs, Douglas McGregor published his 
Factor X/Y Theory. McGregor noted that managers generally had two beliefs about 
employees and their attitudes toward their job: 
 

• Theory X, by which managers assume that the majority of employees dislike 
work, and would be idle if they could be. Because of this, employees need to be 
closely managed; and 

s that happy employees will work hard, seek 
responsibility and show initiative without the need for much supervision. 

cluding that a constructive working 
nvironment is key to motivational success. 

ce. In saying this, we return to the “equation” we used in the first section: 

ility x Motivation 

t your co-workers and your team. When 
ou think about them as individuals, one-by-one, which of the two approaches would you 

?  

nd probably a few people who 
it in between the two extremes. However, if you find you tend more towards Theory X 

 need to take ideas of motivation much more seriously: 

tioned in the previous section.  

tisfaction 
nd employee satisfaction. This work forms a large part of the foundation on which most 

• Different people with different cultural b

r 

• Theory Y, which assume

 
McGregor’s Factor X/Y Theory taps into the age-old wisdom that a happy employee is a 
better performer and will be more motivated, con
e
 
While Theory Y will be truer in some cases than others, in many cases Theory X 
management destroys motivation, while Theory Y management unlocks strong 
performan
 

Job Performance = Ab
 
Now, stop and ask yourself how you think abou
y
use to manage each one
 
Most likely you’ll end up with a mixture of approaches, a
s
than Theory Y, then you probably
Think of it as a great opportunity to improve the productivity of your team.  
 
McGregor’s broad approach was taken much further by Frederick Herzberg, who we 
men
 
Herzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene Theory 
Frederick Herzberg, a well-respected researcher who closely studied the sources of 
employee motivation in the 1950s and 1960s, produced great work on job sa
a
successful motivation approaches are now built.  
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As Herzberg determined, the factors that contribute to job satisfaction and motivation are 
n.  

You
motiva works showed that the factors 
tha
the fac he opposite of job satisfaction is not 
job s
dissatis
mouthf

ings that make us unhappy and de-motivated) are 

To r
build re
pro
adv

both the individual and the 

1. high performance. In 

s failed despite intense hard work, the manager must 
t caused failure, and should absolve the 

seen as manipulative. 

different from those that contribute to dissatisfactio
 

 may remember Herzberg's argument that increasing wages does little more than 
te employees to seek the next wage increase. His 

t determine job satisfaction (and serve to motivate) are “separate and distinct from 
tors that lead to job dissatisfaction.” Hence, t

 di satisfaction, but rather no job satisfaction. Conversely, the opposite of job 
faction is not job satisfaction, but no job dissatisfaction. This is a bit of a 

ul!  
 
Herzberg’s “Hygiene Factors” (the th
obstructive company policy, unhelpful administration, intrusive supervision, bad working 
relationships, poor conditions, uncompetitive salaries, low status and job insecurity. By 
fixing these problems you can get rid of much de-motivation and unhappiness, but you 

ill not build high motivation.  w
 

sta t motivating people, these de-motivating factors need first to be controlled. But to 
al motivation, you need to give opportunities for and recognize achievement; 

vide intrinsically rewarding work; and give opportunities for responsibility, growth and 
ancement. 

 
Expectancy Theory 
Expectancy Theory is the other major pillar of the modern approach to motivation. This 
focuses on building a strong link between the effort that people put in, and the 

chievement of goals and outcomes that are desirable for a
organization. The belief here is that where employees are confident that hard work will 
generate good outcomes, employees will want to work hard. 
 

uilding this link between effort and outcome is a two-stage process: B
 

Firstly, a link needs to be made between high effort and 
some cases this will be easy and self-evident, but in others it will involve training 
and coaching while someone is brought “up to speed”; 

2. Secondly, managers need to build a link between high performance and good 
outcomes. 

 
Where both of these hold true, then the hard work, good outcome link is created. 
 
Unfortunately, the reality is that the world is not always like this – factors outside hard 

ork (such as inferior resources and plain bad luck) can break this link. w
 
Expectancy theory implies that where this happens, managers must be careful to nurture 

e linkage. Where an employee hath
take care to explain the external factors tha
employee of any serious blame. Conversely, where an employee has been successful 
while still being idle, the manager reinforces the link either by showing that other factors 
contributed to the positive outcome, or by pointing out how much more successful things 
would have been if the employee had worked harder. 
 
At one level, this can be 
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However at another level, it speaks to very fundamental human drives for order and 

redictability and for fair reward to be expected for fair effort. 

erhaps the most important thing to take away from these theories is that different 

p
 
Different Approaches Work for Different People 
While this was no more than a whistle stop tour through the history of motivation 
theories, it should have given you a better understanding of some of the most important 
ideas in motivation. We hope we’ve also helped you to see both the value of these ideas 
and their limitations. 
 
P
approaches to motivation are necessary for different people. 
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Your Motivation Survival Guide 

ehind motivation. Amongst 
 motivation of treating people 

zing achievement and helping 

et, as varied as they are complex, they serve as a catalyst for 
otivational success, when applied appropriately and with the right knowledge. 

ccess can be achieved by 
pplying just one theory, or just one approach. Different people in different situations in 

different cultures think and behave in different ways. For when it comes to motivating, 
what leads to success can be as wide-ranging as the theories that make up this 
important managerial tool. 
 
The Simple Answer for Motivational Success 
So how can you better motivate your team members to achieve the success you desire? 
As simple as it may seem, the answer may lie in talking with them. 
 
The importance of this cannot be overstated: If you don’t make a point of listening to 
your team, you can miss huge opportunities both for removing de-motivators and for 
motivation. Team members may be upset by tiny points of bureaucracy of which you’re 
not even aware. Or there may be simple actions that you could take that would have a 
huge impact on people’s morale. 
 
But what questions should you ask? 
 
Ask questions that will help you learn more about their individual goals and their views in 
terms of their job. (For large groups, gather everyone and distribute a questionnaire that 
asks these questions in the simplest, most direct way possible). 
 
Keep in mind that achievement, recognition, growth, meaningful work, equity and 
camaraderie and likely to be high on most people’s list. This, of course, is aside from the 
obvious, which is that employees must have a safe working environment, a practical 
workload, comfortable working conditions, a reasonable degree of job security, 
satisfactory compensation and benefits, respectful treatment, credible and consistent 
management, and the opportunity to voice their concerns, if you’re to achieve even 
minimal motivation. After all, these are the basics and should be considered not so much 
as motivational factors, but as basic necessities. 
 
You should also ask team members if they feel challenged at work and if they feel they 
are able to use their skills and apply their knowledge. Is there adequate room for growth 
for your employees? Do they have the opportunity to expand their knowledge and learn 
new skills? 
 
Do they perceive their job to be important? Do they receive recognition for their 
performance? And, are they proud to work for the company and proud of their individual 
contribution? 

 
In the previous two sections, we looked at the key theories b
other points, we have demonstrated the importance for
fairly, providing a good working environment, recogni
people grow. Unfortunately, getting this right is no simple task! 
 
As we have seen, both the psychology of motivating and the history of motivational ideas 
are quite complex. Y
m
 
But it would be a mistake to say that this motivational su
a
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lso, strive to learn more about their relatioA nships within the workplace. Do your best to 

 they’re 
erforming at their best: What you’ll most often find as a common denominator is the 

ted to employee performance, this 

ensure your employees have consistently positive interactions with you, as well as with 
other members of the team. By having regular one-to-one chats with team members, 
you can quickly pick up and resolve issues before they become significant, as well as 
taking the opportunity to praise achievement. 
 
From Theory to Successful Practice... 
Remember, your goal here is to learn what will build higher morale, generate 
enthusiasm, and increase productivity. And just look at companies when
p
high morale of the workers. 
 
Simply put, to motivate team members, help them be productive and be the best they 
can be, let them know how they are doing, make an investment in them and help them 
grow. 
 
Considering that employee enthusiasm is directly rela
becomes a never-ending cycle, one that when spun the right way, will yield unmatched 
results for you, your employees and the organization. 
 
The bottom line is this: When it comes to motivating your team, perhaps you should start 
by considering what would motivate you. Then talk to your team members to find out 
what they want and need. And then work diligently to provide them with it. 
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Moving On… 
We hope you’ve enjoyed this Mind Tools PDF guide to motivation. 
  
We have put a great deal of effort into developing this and our other material. If you have 

 then please let us know at any suggestions on how we can improve it for the future,
customer.helpdesk@mindtools.com or through the Mind Tools web site at 
www.mindtools.com. Alternatively, if you have enjoyed this guide and found it useful, 
please let us know! 
 
The Mind Tools web site at www.mindtools.com offers articles on a wide range of 

portant career development and personal effectiveness techniques, as well as a range 

rs of the Mind Tools Career Excellence Club

im
of related products and services.  
 
Membe  benefit even further, from additional 

sources including podcasts and forums where they can discuss career issues and get re
ideas from Mind Tools Team as well as from other Club members. Visit 
www.careerexcellenceclub.com to find out more about how you can take charge of your 
career by joining the Mind Tools community. 
 
Best wishes, and enjoy using Mind Tools! 
 

 
 
James Manktelow 
CEO 
Mindtools.com 
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